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1 ABSTRACT
This study aims to measure diversity in scholarly journals’ editorial board structure and
characterize patterns of editorial diversity across types of journals. To accomplish these aims,
we integrate multiple sources of data at the journal and editor level to assemble a novel
database describing the composition of editors and editorial boards for more than six thousand
journals internationally, characterized by discipline, commercial publishing model, and research
transparency. We then apply name-based gender imputation, geo-entity extraction analysis, and
standardized dispersion measures to evaluate each group’s diversity. This analysis reveals that
editorial leadership is more homogenous than editorial boards, and that diversity across both
boards and leadership varies substantially (and robustly) across disciplines. Open-access
journals’ boards exhibit less gender diversity and more international diversity than their
closed-access counterparts. These results also suggest that open access, open science, and
diversity, and equity, and inclusion are not strongly correlated and thus require separate
measurements.

2 INTRODUCTION
The identity of officeholders is related to inequalities within organizations and the outcomes of
their work. In academic institutions, research journals present opportunities to develop
academic careers through editorships and editorial board positions, and other influential
positions that shape academics’ careers in all fields. Thus, the study of editorships and editorial
boards is essential for understanding equity, diversity, and inclusion within academic settings.
Academic journals remain at the core of institutional hierarchies, providing opportunities for
leadership and career advancement -- as well as venues for developing and showcasing
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research from diverse positions and perspectives. As with other industries [1], the demographic
composition of leadership positions at academic journals represents both a critical outcome and
a potential driver of equity in the research industry more generally. In addition to editor positions,
service on editorial boards matters as well. “A chain runs from editorial board decisions, to
papers published by academics, to ratings assigned to organizations employing such
academics, to finances channeled to organizations in some proportion to rankings” [2]. At the
same time that publishers and journals have faced questions about the diversity of their
leadership teams, they have also considered (and in many cases embraced) greater openness
in their publishing models and their approach to research transparency. This study addresses
the gender and national diversity of editors and editorial boards at more than six thousand
journals and the association of that diversity with publishing models and research transparency
across academic disciplines.
In addition, although the mechanisms for producing diversity in leadership at academic journals
are beyond the scope of our analysis, the data allow us to consider the interconnection between
journals, as represented by the individuals holding positions at multiple journals. Such linkages
between journals, like those between other organizations’ boards of directors, represent
potential pathways for career advancement, which could hinder or promote diversity in
leadership structures.
A robust literature connects the presence of women and members of minority groups in
leadership positions with measures of inequality within organizations. For example, women in
leadership positions may provide better mentoring for female subordinates, less cognitive bias
or discrimination, and more support for equalizing policies and practices [3]. This connection
has been found, for example, in Fortune 1000 companies with women executives, managers,
and members of boards of directors [4]. Furthermore, in US federal government agencies, the
representation of women in management has a beneficial effect on the subjective experiences
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of their female subordinates [5]. Further, companies that share directors with more
gender-integrated boards have higher odds of having women on their own boards [6]. On the
other hand, dense networks can represent more forceful gatekeeping in a profession. In the
case of elite journals, for example, some disciplines (such as business) show significant
overlapping editorial board memberships, which raises the specter of “academic patronage” [2].
The direct role of editors in promoting academic career advancement has been shown, for
example, in the effects of male bias in invited commentaries for medical journals [7]. Research
on the peer review process has found that all-male reviewer teams were more likely to favor
submissions with male authors [8]. Given the evidence for same-gender preference in
peer-reviewing, the underrepresentation of women in editorial positions poses a problem for
gender equity in academic careers [9]. Unsurprisingly, these processes and disparities vary
across academic disciplines, which show marked heterogeneity in gender disparities [10].
Studies in mathematics [11], management studies [2,12,13], biological sciences [14],
neuroscience [21], and medical disciplines [15–17], among others, have found gender
disparities in editorial leadership positions.
A parallel literature investigates the international diversity of editorial leadership positions and
outcomes associated with international diversity. For example, among 165 journals published by
Hindawi, 76% of editors were affiliated with institutions in Europe or North America [18].
Similarly, a study of 6916 people in editorial positions at 246 leading economics journals found
that 46% were affiliated with US institutions, and 30% were affiliated with European institutions
[19]. Similar dominance was found in environmental biology [20], and public health [22] journals.
As with gender, a positive association has been found between homogeneity by country of
origin and acceptance of peer-reviewed papers [8], and also that journals with more
geographically diverse editorial boards publish more diverse research articles [23].
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At least conceptually, the goals of increased equity and greater openness and transparency
have been linked [24,25]. Thus, we also investigate whether editor and editorial board diversity
varies across types of journals by their business model in addition to differences across
disciplines. As academic disciplines and institutions have confronted the challenges of diversity,
equity, and inclusion, some have also embraced the movement toward open access in
publishing and research transparency. Indeed, one expressed motivation for open access and
transparency is to reduce resource inequality and barriers to participation in research and
learning. Furthermore, journals engaged in open access publishing and research transparency
may have more gender and international diversity among their editors and editorial boards if
they are motivated by egalitarian ends.
To analyze such questions, large studies of gender composition in academic publishing rely on
automated analysis based on names [26], albeit with error, as we perform here (see below). And
individuals may be associated with countries through their institutional affiliation, using data from
journal websites. However, other potential identities of interest, such as race or ethnicity, are not
readily discernible automatically at scale, which probably explains why research in this area
concentrates on gender and regions of institutional affiliation.
Our results do not show a strong link within individual journals between open access and
inclusion. We find a lower representation of women and less national diversity at the highest
level of the editorial hierarchy (editors-in-chief) and distinct patterns of inclusion and diversity
across disciplines. Across disciplines, some that display a greater representation of women are
less inclusive of diverse national origins, and vice versa. Thus, one should not presume that
multiple forms of diversity are connected; nor that diversity, open access, and transparency
reinforce each other.
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3 DATA
This analysis integrates four separate independent sources of data which together characterize
journal and editor characteristics. Our primary source of data on editors is the dataset of journal
editorial board positions assembled by Pacher and colleagues [27] -- this is a
Wikimedia-supported effort that extracted editor lists using web-mining methods on the catalogs
of targeted journal publishers. This data, collected in February 2021, comprises 17 publishers,
6090 journals, and 478563 named editor roles. (Some individuals serve multiple roles within or
across journals, so the number of individuals observed is smaller.)
We selected this data source because of its uniqueness, novelty, and large size. However, it is
limited to a subset of publishers, and some large publishers (particularly Wiley and Taylor &
Francis) are excluded. Figure 1 shows the publishers and the number of journals included.
Moreover, the dataset provides only minimal information: journal names and ISBNs; and the
name, role, and affiliation of individuals associated with each journal.
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Figure 1 Distribution of Journals By Publisher

The dataset also has undocumented limitations related to data consistency and completeness:
Many journals are missing ISSNs, author names are often abbreviated, editorial roles are
unstandardized, and organizational fields are unstandardized. Further, many data problems are
inherited from parsing problems in the web-mining approach, resulting in a substantial rate of
missing or semantically incorrect information (e.g., addresses that are read as names). For
example, although editorial roles generally fall into four main conceptual categories (chief,
editor, board, publisher/other), the role variable takes on thousands of different values: Many of
these are clearly data crawling errors, and almost all of the remaining errors stem from minor
variations in terminology.
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Because of these limitations, we apply a set of data cleaning operations prior to geographic
entity extraction and gender recognition. Replication materials for this paper are available from
GitHub: https://github.com/MIT-Informatics/EditorAnalysis. The replication materials include
copies of the processed and necessary code to retrieve the original data sources, clean and link
them, compute all of the measures described below, and reproduce each figure and table.
We apply a dictionary of computer-assisted (manually designed, automatically applied) rules to
check and clean the data before entity extraction. We use exact and fuzzy-string matching
across the other data sources describing journals (described below) to fill in missing ISSN
numbers for over 2500 journals. We then use ISSNs to perform linkage with other journal-level
information sources to classify each journal by discipline, open-access policy, and open science
policy:
1. We use codes assigned by the Australian national government as part of its national
research assessment process to classify journals by discipline (see [28] for more
details). The ERA classification of journals produced through this process assigns
journals multiple standardized codes. ERA has been refined and regularly updated over
a decade, most recently in 2018. It provides a comprehensive expert labeling of a large
number of journals (more than 25,000). Journals are assigned up to three individual
codes, or “multidisciplinary” if their audiences extends to more than three major
disciplines. These codes are hierarchical -- grouping 179 fields into ten broad categories.
2. We use the Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ) [29] to identify whether a journal
publishes all articles under an open access license. Established in 2003, the DOAJ is the
most comprehensive catalog of open access journals, and registration of OA journals in
it is considered best practice.
3. To identify research transparency practices, we use the Transparency and Openness
Promotion Guidelines (TOP). The TOP methodology was proposed in 2015 [30] and has
7

been adopted by approximately 5,000 journals. The Center for Open Science provides
data on organizations that became TOP signatories through 2020. Further COS scores
the transparency of journals on multiple dimensions -- however it has not yet produced
scores for all signatories.

4 METHODS
Available data identifies editors only with a character string representing full name (including
honorifics) and affiliation. We employ a multi-stage process to clean and process these strings
to standardize them, match unique individuals across repeated entries, identify the institutional
location, and impute gender.
(Currently, publishers provide editor information only in unstructured text form. Publisher adoption of
ORCID identifiers would support unambiguous identification of individuals and their associated
institutions. Regardless, no current researcher profile system provides information on gender and other
diversity characteristics.)

For all character fields, we use the Tidyverse stringr [31] utilities to normalize character sets,
remove special characters that do not appear in names (e.g., trademark symbols, emojis), and
standardize whitespace across all character fields. For editor name fields, we conduct the
following cleaning and imputation steps:
●

Clean name strings using a set of automated (regular expression based) editing rules,
adapted to this database, to separate honorifics from name components;

●

Extract separate name components (surname, given name, middle name) using regular
expressions with the humaniformat [32] tool;

●

Statistically impute gender from given names, using the gender [33,34] tool.
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Because no systematic public data on self-reported author characteristics exists, however,
research on participation in scholarly publications must use bibliometric methods to impute
gender from author names. (See, for example, [35])
To impute editors’ gender, we apply a commonly used method in scientometric analysis to
impute gender based on author names. This method is intended for aggregate analysis and
coarse (binary) classification and not for individual-level analysis -- e.g., assigning a pronoun to
a specific author. We applied the genderize method [36], based on individual self-identification
of gender on social media platforms. We use propensity-weights (proportions of the
name-gender assignment in the observed population) to compute aggregate estimates -- this
yields unbiased summary statistics. Although we do not report confidence intervals within these
tables, these are relatively narrow because each subgroup contains thousands to hundreds of
thousands of samples. As a sensitivity check for measurement error, we replicated our analyses
using the IPUMS corpus of historical censuses [37] -- as it is the most extensive alternative
corpus available. The substantive conclusions reported below are robust to the choice of gender
extraction method.
For each editor, we identify the country of the institution with which they are affiliated. This
identification process involves parsing the affiliation string to separate institutional name and
location components, applying database-specific regular expressions to clean the location
information, and applying a gazetteer to the location component to extract country.
Specifically, we use the open-source Geonames gazetteer, which uses a crowd-sourced
database, and is one of the most well-used gazetteers in academic work. While this gazetteer
has some gaps in coverage for geographic fields in less-populated areas of countries, it
provides coverage of the populated regions (in which research institutions are typically located),
making it appropriate for association at the country level [38].
9

We used a regular-expression-based approach to match the location portion of affiliation
statements to gazetteer entries using the geotext library. This approach is generally comparable
in recall performance to NLP methods, although it requires more data cleaning to eliminate false
positives [39]. Fortunately, because the affiliation field information in the dataset is short and
semi-structured, potential miscodings could be detected with additional regex-based cleaning
rules.
We construct a measure of national diversity using an inverse Herfindahl-Hirschman index
[40,41], which ranges from 0 for boards where all members are from the same country to 1 for
those with the maximum possible diversity.

5 RESULTS
5.1 Ecosystem-level characteristics: editors, journals & boards
The editors’ roles are dominated by people with institutional affiliations in the United States,
representing 29% of editors with identifiable national locations. ( Approximately 96% of editorial
positions could be matched to a country. ) Great Britain holds the next largest share, with 8% of the

identifiable total, followed by Italy (7%) and China (7%). Figure 2 maps the distribution of editors
worldwide.

Fig 2. Distribution of journal editors by country.
10
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The twenty countries with the greatest share of editors, accounting for 85% of total editors, are
displayed in Table 1. Besides the US, Great Britain, and European nations the only countries
with more than 4% of editors are China (6%) and Australia (4%).

Roles by Country

US
GB
IT
CN
Unknown
DE
AU
FR
ES
CA
JP
IN
NL
BR
CH
KR
SE
PT
GR
RU

editor

review

chief

41279
12049
8664
8744
5441
6192
5551
4855
4724
4777
3230
3429
2704
2357
1977
1312
1467
1533
1174
641

87976
25911
22619
17810
11437
13340
11871
11025
11089
10594
8352
6273
5307
5190
4083
3915
3329
3100
3042
3282

1632
769
160
406
814
191
201
247
149
193
92
76
131
36
80
43
53
36
40
300

Total

%

133836
39542
31818
27448
20778
19942
17845
16471
16160
15784
11792
9930
8235
7664
6246
5421
4924
4696
4338
4240

28%
8%
7%
6%
4%
4%
4%
3%
3%
3%
2%
2%
2%
2%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%

Table 1. Editorial Roles by country.
(Higher percentage value are highlighted with shading. )

For those with an identified gender (approximately 71% of the total) a minority (34%) are
female. Among editors in chief, which make up approximately 1% of the data, 22% are
categorized as female, while those identified as editors (36% female) and reviewers (34%
female) have a somewhat greater representation of women (Fig 2).
12
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Fig 3. Distribution of journal editors by gender.
The data include 17 publishers (Table 2). The range in the number of journals per publisher (15
for PLOS to 3495 for Elsevier) reflects differences in both size and publishing model. Some
individual journals have thousands of editors and editorial board members. For example, PLOS
One and Frontiers in Psychology each have more than 9,000 individual members (editors and
board members) in the dataset. The commercial models represented include all-OA publishers
such as PLOS, majority-OA publishers such as MDPI, and those with few or no OA journals,
including industry leaders such as Elsevier (12% OA) and Sage (11%). Open science practices,
as reflected in TOP adoption, were observed for a high of 84% of Elsevier, Frontiers (64%),
PLOS (60%), and Emerald (60%), while some publishers have no TOP journals (IGI and
Inderscience).
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Journal Characteristics
# of journals % open access
American
111
Psychological
Association
American
39
Society of Civil
Engineers
Brill
327
Cambridge
548
University
Press
Elsevier
3491
Emerald
583
Frontiers Media 135
Hindawi
314
IGI Global
292
Inderscience 681
John
128
Benjamins
Karger
123
MDPI
334
Pleiades
160
PLOS
15
Royal Society 72
of Chemistry
SAGE
1877

0%

% open
science
11%

# members
(mean)
65.1

[Range]
3-171

0%

8%

44.8

10-106

2%
5%

57%
27%

21.1
32.5

1-85
1-331

12%
6%
81%
98%
0%
0%
0%

84%
60%
64%
1%
0%
0%
15%

50.3
48.6
2,359.0
72.4
47.6
36.7
28.8

1-428
1-245
1-9961
6-1710
3-219
1-187
6-62

19%
81%
0%
100%
6%

5%
57%
54%
60%
6%

36.2
155.5
27.5
828.5
52.1

1-94
5-869
10-59
6-9219
1-103

11%

9%

49.1

1-369

Table 2. Journal characteristics by publisher.
(Higher percentage value are highlighted with shading. )

5.2 Correlates of diversity: discipline, publisher, openness, and transparency
Figure 4 shows the distribution of gender representation and national diversity for journals by
OA and TOP status. Representation of women is higher (in the editor and reviewer ranks) in
closed journals, but international diversity is higher in open journals. Aggregating TOP journals
within the open- and closed- categories reveals that TOP journals have more international
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diversity (conditional on open/closed status). Overall, however, these differences are relatively
small.

Fig 4. Board-wide diversity by editorial role, OA, and TOP status.
We compute diversity measures of diversity for editors and reviewers at the journal level.
However, because many journals have only a single chief-editor, measuring the international
diversity of chief-editors at the level of the journal requires a modified approach:,In the analysis
below we also compute diversity of chief editors by pooling all chief editors in the referenced
category.
Diversity measures were computed for 14228 journal editorial boards. Boards were stratified by
type (review, editor, chief), license (open, closed), and open science policy (TOPS-ranked). The
primary analysis compared mean diversity (with bootstrapped confidence intervals) across
groups, supplemented by anova analyses for each board type. (See the appendix, for anova
results and comprehensive category percentages.)
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Figure five shows differences in gender and international diversity by board type, OA status, and
open science policy: A number of differences are both substantially large and statistically
significant: gender diversity was substantially lower for editorial boards ( > 7 %) of open access
journals, for the review boards of non-open science, open access journals (> 6%), and for the
review boards of open-science journals vs. closed science journals (> 4%). However,
international diversity was substantially higher (> 11 %) for open access journal review boards.
(All differences are significant at p < .05 level, we report exact p-values in a supplementary
table).

Figure 5: Diversity by journal OA and TOP status.
At the board level, the editor and review boards of OA journals are generally less balanced by
gender, but more diverse internationally. The exception to this pattern is that there is no
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difference in the international diversity of open- vs closed- access journal editorial boards
outside of TOPS open-science journals.
This unexpected pattern warrants further investigation. And we note that this difference is not
due to the differential prevalence of OA journals in different fields: The pattern of OA journals
being more internationally diverse and less diverse by gender continues to hold at the field level,
for approximately two-thirds of subfields -- it is not an example of Simpson’s paradox. Moreover,
if the OA aggregate results were reweighted to match the disciplinary proportions of
closed-access journals, the differences between OA and non-OA categories becomes even
larger.
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Finally, in Figure 6, we examine the pattern of gender and national diversity by journal discipline
and role. Within each discipline editor-in-chief pool is the most male-dominated role, and the
editorial board the most balanced. For international diversity the relative integration of reviewers
and editors is reversed so that diversity is greatest among the chief editor pool, and least among
the editorial board.This unexpected pattern which occurs in almost every discipline-- we
conjecture it is in part driven by the relative sizes of boards.

Figure 6. Editor diversity by journal discipline and role
The role of editor-in-chief is most male-dominated in chemical sciences, economics, and
engineering. This pattern is more pronounced than in preWomen are best represented in history
and archaeology, education, languages and communication, studies in human society, and
19

creative arts and writing. National diversity is most prevalent in environmental sciences,
engineering, technology, agricultural and veterinary, and chemical sciences, and all are
relatively male-dominated. On the other hand, some of those disciplines with the least national
diversity, including languages and communication, education, human society, and
history/archaeology, have a relatively high representation of women. In short, these data do not
reveal a general pattern of inclusiveness versus segregation across disciplines.

5.3 Journal board network structure
Of course, many characteristics other than gender and national institutions may form the basis
for inclusion bias. Although the data does not support measuring other characteristics of editors
directly, we apply exploratory network analysis to identify clusters of individual editors that are
potentially overrepresented on journal boards. By matching on name and affiliation, we identify
individuals who serve on multiple boards, then use these individuals to construct a
co-occurrence network of journals by assigning edges between every journal that shares at
least one board member.
Note that using names to identify editors may elide connections in which a single editor serves
on multiple journals but changes name or affiliation across journals during the period of their
editorship. We recommend that journals move to using ORCIDs in reporting editorial board
membership -- which would eliminate this underreporting [41]. Notwithstanding, this undercount
is unlikely to affect the overall finding of a power-law distribution, the field-level rankings, or the
characterization of the tails of the distribution -- which are the features of interest in this
analysis.
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The number of editorships held by individuals follows a power-law distribution. Only 417 editors
(less than one percent) serve on more than one journal. Table 4 shows the distribution of
multiple editorships.

Number of journals served by repeat editors
Number of journals
2

150

3

53

4

27

5

7

6

6

7

2

8

4

9

1

11

1

13

1

14

1

15

2

16

1

24

1

25

1

26

1

28

1

29

1

30

1

31

1

32

1

79

1

Table 4. Number of editors serving on multiple journals.
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Surprisingly, less than half of journals share any editorial connections to another journal. This
contrasts with the high level of interconnectivity reported by Burgess and Shaw in their studies
of elite business and management journals [2]. Figure 7 visualizes the connections among
journals with at least one connection to another journal. We use a stress-majorization algorithm
[42] to lay out the graph so that the clusters are easily identifiable.

Fig 7. Editorial connections among journals.
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The distribution of journal clique sizes, shown in Table 5, follows a rough power-law distribution:
While 379 journals (6%) form one large interconnected cluster through shared editorships, 90%
of journals are part of clusters of less than four journals, and over 76% of journals do not share
editors with any other journals.

Distribution of Editorial Board Clusters
2

3

4

5

6

7

9

10

33

145

313

44

14

4

2

1

1

1

1

1

Table 5. Distribution of journal clique sizes.
Generally, a power-law distribution is not surprising in a network of this type. However, the large
clusters are outliers not only in size but in other characteristics. In particular, this analysis raises
two concerns:
First, a tiny fraction of editors ( < 1% ) serve on over three journals -- with a handful serving
simultaneously on dozens of boards. This statistical pattern suggests gaming behavior (such as
“honorary” editorship) by editors or publishers.
Second, the vast majority of editors serving on > 3 boards serve at journals published by
Inderscience. In particular, approximately two dozen editors served collectively on the boards of
over 140 distinct Inderscience journals -- creating the largest interconnected journal cluster.
Surprisingly, the same editors serve on boards of journals in quite different specializations or
disciplines. This unusual statistical pattern suggests, at best, a lack of coordination by
publishers when vetting editors or, at worst, a strategy to inflate editorial boards.
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6 DISCUSSION
We show that, on the whole, editorial boards remain dominated by men -- and heavily weighted
towards editors from the US and Great Britain. Gender and international diversity varies by field,
and the boards of journals in some fields are internationally diverse -- however, editorial boards
have a substantially greater proportion of men in every field.
Further, this analysis shows that the top of the editorial hierarchy -- editors in chief -- is the most
male-dominated and nationally homogeneous. The boards at lower levels have greater
representation of women and more national diversity. However, while national diversity is
greater among review boards than editor boards, the reverse is true concerning gender. Women
are better represented at the middle level of editors than they are on editorial review boards.
Thus, among these seventeen publishers, more than six thousand journals, and almost half a
million individuals, the gender and national origin hierarchies observed across academia are
clearly reflected. Moreover, despite substantial variation, these hierarchies hold across all
subject disciplines.
We do not find a strong association between open access, research transparency, and editorial
team diversity. In fact, there is a somewhat greater representation of women in the lower ranks
of closed-access journals than among those that use open-access publishing models. On the
other hand, although the relationships are weak, there is somewhat greater national diversity
among OA journals (at the lowest level), and in TOP journals. Further, we cite numerous cases
of relatively male-dominated disciplines that exhibit relatively high levels of national diversity,
and some with less national diversity that have a higher representation of women.
We also find that there is a small cluster of editors that are substantially overrepresented in
Inderscience journals. However, this appears to result from gaps in the vetting process -- and
not due to gender or nationality biases.
24

A realistic assessment of the relationship among open access and research transparency, on
the one hand, and gender and national diversity, on the other, suggests that the two are not
strongly related. Openness and inclusion should be pursued in their own right. Evaluating
progress will require not only that scholars regularly analyze the aspects of the operation of
scholarly communication that are currently visible, but also that publishers make available richer
information on inclusion and participation.

7 APPENDIX: SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES AND TABLES
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Table A1a,b: Diversity by journal OA and TOP status, with individual N, and bootstrapped
confidence intervals.
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Table A2: Diversity by journal OA and TOP status, ANOVA Results
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